ISSUE # 103

From The Editor’s Desk
We would like to thank everyone for their favorable comments on Issue #102. One of the observations
made was that it seemed to be a good mix of novice and expert articles. We will try to continue this in
the future, not only with Science Olympiad stuff, but how-to articles that bear repeating, because the
great thing about indoor fliers is their willingness to share their “secrets”.
We would like also to have a theme each time. Just as last month had gliders and S.O., this issue
features F1D. Thanks also to all who sent material and photos. We WILL use it all.
Carl Bakay
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Membership Desk, August 2001
Business first : As announced in #102 prices were raised effective July 1. If you sent in a subscription that
was received after July 1 it was entered at the new rate. For USA subscribers you get 1 month per $1
received. I hope those of you affected can understand the reasoning behind this. Check your mailing label
for your current expiration date.
Jr Issues : The CD archive has been well received and is creating a nice pool to help Jrs. We are working
on some ideas and will be announcing them in the next issue. What we are not doing with this particular
fund is using it for the Jr F1D team. That is a separate fund and we will be asking for help on that once
we have identified the team at the trial over Labor Day weekend. Looks like we may be fielding a full Jr
team for the first time since?? Thanks to Ray Harlan and Bob McLinden for sponsoring some Jr
subscriptions.
Ramblings : Attended the Kibbie Dome contest. It continues to be one of the best flying opportunities in
the USA. Andrew Tagliafico runs it with a unique format that allows virtually unlimited flying of any
class for 4 days straight in the site many top fliers call their favorite. Gives you the choice of flying lots of
classes or spending all your time honing your skills in a single event. Events flown included FAI, AMA,
FAC, and SO. If you are looking to get in a lot of flying, learning, and talking this is a must attend.

THIS MONTH IN SCIENCE OLYMPIAD by Don Slusarczyk
Having spent the past few years working with Science Olympiad students, parents, and coaches, at one
point or another they all ask the same few questions. Typically, after their first time using a winder they say
“Where can we buy one of those? And after tweaking some more offset into the tailboom to fix the circle I
usually hear “How did you know to do that?” Questions which to the seasoned modeler are easily answered, but
to the beginner are difficult to solve because of the handful of suppliers in the indoor free flight community. And
unless your local library is lucky enough to carry a copy of Ron Williams’ “Building and Flying Indoor
Models”, info on how to trim a model are virtually non existent.
Fortunately, within the past few years the internet has become a great tool for joining indoor modelers
worldwide, and web sites are starting to pop up along with mailing lists and consequently a great resource is
now available to us. The majority of Science Olympiad (SO) students will have easy internet access so I felt an
internet guide is much more suitable. And who knows, while we are helping students learn to fly models, maybe
they can help us learn to use the internet!
The following links are useful for anyone trying to mentor students in the ‘Wright Stuff’ event.
www.geocities.com/soincus - official Science Olympiad national home page.
www.freeflight.org/science_olympiad/tips_by_jeff_englert/scioly.htm - online building guide
www.geocities.com/soincus/vend2001.htm - excellent resource list by Bob Clemens
www.faimodelsupply.com - rubber strip and winders
http://members.aol.com/~IndoorMS/IMS.htm - supplier of premium grade indoor wood

http://people.ne.mediaone.net/indoor/index.htm -has an excellent vendor list
www.sigmfg.com - contest grade balsa wood
www.indoorduration.com - lots of articles on indoor building technique
www.indoorfreeflight.com - CD-Rom detailing how to build a ‘Wright Stuff’model
In addition to these web sites, the Indoor Free Flight Mailing List may be able to provide you with the
extra help needed for those really specific questions about building and flying your SO models. We currently
have over 300 members worldwide who are more than willing to help out with hints, tricks, and suggestions. To
subscribe, you can visit the following link, http://groups.yahoo.com/group/indoor/join or just send and email to
indoor-subscribe@yahoogroups.com and you will be signed up.
The last item I want to mention is a product which I have created, called the “Illustrated Guide to
building the Olympus”. It is a CD-Rom which is written like a web page and can be viewed on any computer
with your web browser, and covers both the B and C divisions. The CD has over 300 color photos and has very
detailed close up photos showing the step by step process of building the ‘Olympus’ model design. The
‘Olympus’ design is a very competitive design which has done over 4 minutes under the current SO rules. The
CD comes with a full size plan and is an excellent tool for those who have limited access to experienced indoor
fliers. It was written truly for the beginner, and many students who have never built a model before were coming
in close to weight and doing 2 minutes with their first models! Some of the topics covered include: wood
selection, cutting ribs and spars, building technique, pre-shrinking tissue, covering, making tissue tubes, bending
wire nose bearings, prop scrapping and re-pitching, model assembly, flight adjustments, winding, vendors,
troubleshooting and more. Currently I am in process of updating it to the new rules, and the newest version will
be available sometime in the in the fall, and will have many new sections including video clips! The 2000-2001
version is still available with a full size plan for $20 (free postage). If you are interested in purchasing a copy,
you can either email me, buy it online at my website, or by postal mail.
Until next time, see you on the net!
868 Eaglewood Dr., Willoughby, OH 44094.
www.indoorfreeflight.com
don@indoorfreeflight.com

Steering Guide
John Kagan
Steering is a critical skill for F1D, and extremely valuable for many other categories. However, I’ve seen many people
struggle with it at all levels of competition - either missed / botched steers or people too intimidated to steer when required.
Learning the skill will dramatically improve your chances for successful flights, save many models that might otherwise be
lost or destroyed, and generally take a significant portion of the stress out of competition flying.
As many people are taking up F1D again or for the first time, I’d like to pass along some of the current steering tips and
techniques I’ve managed to collect.

Equipment
Balloon: You need a balloon that provides enough “pull” to give adequate control at high altitudes. If the balloon lags
behind you as you walk, it will never respond quickly enough to catch a model. I’ve seen the following types used
successfully:
- 100gm meteorological balloon from Scientific Sales 800-788-5666 (about $8)
- 4’ Qualatex balloon from a local party supply store (about $12)
- 3’ latex balloon from a local gift shop, filled to the max (about $3)
- Homemade 4’ Mylar balloon by Ray Harlan (priceless)
- Army surplus weather balloon, partly filled, from an Army Surplus store ($?)
- I’ve used 5’ balloons (about $25) in the past, but since they are heavier and larger they end up having about the
same pull and response as smaller, lighter balloons. Plus, people freak about all the helium you use.

Plug: The old-fashioned balloon tie-off method uses a wooden stick to roll up the balloon
nozzle, with a rubber band wrap. Modern setups have a tubing coupler tied in the balloon
with a removable plug (check out http://www.engineeringfindings.com/cat21/p61.pdf - about

neck
$4)

Reel: Baitcast or casting reels work well. They provide enough
capacity for braided line, stand up to the abuse of abrupt stops
(clicking on the brake), and provide smooth action when reeling
down a model.
Find a cheap, heavy model, preferable at a tag sale. If you buy an
expensive, light alloy gem you’ll most likely end up waving
goodbye as your balloon carries it to the ceiling.
Line: Braided nylon line provides excellent strength and little
stretch, which give good sensitivity and feel for steering. It also
comes in bright neon colors for visibility. A reasonable alternative
10 to 15 pound monofilament fishing line.

is

Steering tube: One of the best recent innovations is the use of caulk backing as the material contacting the airplane.
Essentially a long foam rod, the caulk backing provides a gently, non-snag surface that won’t get tangled in VP
mechanisms. It’s made for jamming in concrete cracks before filling with caulk. You can get some from your local Home
Depot or equivalent (about $3 for 25’ or 30’). A good connection method is to fold the caulk backing over a loop of the
line and secure with plastic tape.
Retrieval rig: Now that you’ve got a spiffy steering setup, don’t mess it up by using it to retrieve stuck models. Murphy’s
Law guarantees the first time you use it (or someone borrows it) to retrieve, you’ll end up with balloon fragments and a pile
of line – and your next flight will be in desperate need of a steer. Instead, get an inexpensive Mylar balloon (I like the 4’
star balloons best), and the cheapest reel available at Wal-Mart, pre-spooled with monofilament. Not only will you spare
your steering rig, you’ll also have a gentle, durable way to retrieve. You can rest the balloon on the ceiling, without
worrying about popping it, and use the line to gently nudge your model off girders.

Preparation
•

•

•
•

•
•

Know the rules. They explicitly state how you can steer, and the situations in which you are allowed to steer.
Paraphrased: “…from the front of the model” and “…to avoid collision with another model or primary structure of the
building”. This way you won’t jeopardize your reputation with inappropriate steering, and you will have ammunition
to justify your decision if questioned.
Know the interpretation of the rules for the site in which you are flying. The CD usually announces this at the
beginning of the contest. For example, in a dome like Johnson City, where does the roof end and the wall begin? In
the past the CD’s have specified that you are allowed to steer once your model crosses the edge of the tennis court
markings or the running track, so you need to know this.
Keep your balloon with you when you have a flight up, especially when flying in sites known for drift. It’s amazing
how quickly you can go from “hmmm, should I steer?” to “Ack! It’s about to hit the wall!”.
Put your balloon up early if you are heading into danger. Primarily done for the reason listed above, this also gives you
a relaxed chance to confirm proper balloon height. In general you want the model to be in the middle of the caulk
backing, so about 12’ to 15’ from the bottom of the balloon. You are allowed 1 helper in F1D - have them move far
away from you and check your balloon height.
If you are in danger of colliding with another model, confer with the other flyer and quickly decide who will steer. The
rules specify that the flier with the lower flight time has the responsibility to steer, but if there is any hesitancy or doubt
take the initiative.
If you decide that you need to steer, announce your intentions to your timer. This will give him/her a chance to prepare
the prop-stop watch.

Technique
•

Position yourself so that you will contact the model at the point farthest from the obstacle you are avoiding. If you
miss, worst case, you will move the circle farther out rather than closer in to the obstacle.

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Turn your body so you are facing in the direction the model is flying, and keep turning as the model turns. You will be
looking over your head as the model approaches. I’ve found this helps tremendously in accurately projecting the
model’s flight path.
Use exaggerated movements with correction to reposition the balloon. For example, if you want to move the balloon
2’ forward, quickly walk 10’ forward and then 8’ back. Otherwise the balloon will still be plodding slowly along as
your model fly by.
Plant the balloon in the model’s path and let the model fly into it, rather than trying to move the balloon into the model.
Position it so the balloon ends up on the left side of the motorstick. The prop will work itself right past the line.
Begin moving forward immediately. It’s best to walk fast enough to “capture” the prop (prop-stop time is deducted, so
there is no benefit / penalty). This will eliminate any controversy regarding control of climb or descent (see “know the
rules”). It will also keep the model more securely on the line until you reach the point at which you intend to release
the model. The only exception is during the initial part of the flight when there is a lot of torque on the prop – where
“capturing” the prop may break the inner ribs. In this case you may want to let the prop turn while you reposition the
model.
When you reach your target release point, gently pull the line down and move to the left. This disengages the top prop
blade and moves the line out of the way. Very important: KEEP WALKING. The most common mistake is to stop
walking when you are trying to release the model. If you stop, invariably the model will drop its tail, roll over, and
wrap around the line. Now you’ll never release it.
It is quite common to need a few attempts to release the model. As stated above, keep walking. Don’t panic. If
required, walk in a circle to the right until you are back where you want to release the model. Make sure the model is
level, that you are moving at an appropriate pace, and try to release the model again.
Once the model is off the line, move the balloon away from the area. More than one modeler has pulled off an
impressive steer, only to inadvertently walk the balloon right back through his/her model.

With a little bit of preparation and practice you too can enjoy the many benefits of steering. Just like building and
trimming, steering is an important skill to add to your repertoire.

KIBBBIE DOME ANNUAL 2001
By Andrew Tagliafico
Great sight! Kibbie Dome looming up across the University of Idaho campus.
Great site! Walking into that vast clean space, carefully prepared for the 2001 Annual, knowing you will
have 12 hours a day to fly any or all the events you wish. Just get your officials in before the end of the
four-day event.
Arriving the day before the start of the meet to take care of all the little things that make the
Kibbie Dome Annual a special event for those who attend is a pleasure, because you are able to greet the
early arrivals. You are able to help them set up tables in that certain preferred place that feels just right,
unpack models and equipment, talk of past adventures here, see old models and new improved models,
talk of rubber, weather, and “where are we going to eat dinner tonight?”
Everyone’s friend, John Lenderman, car packed and ready to leave for Moscow, experienced a
medical emergency serious enough to prevent his attending the meet. At this writing it can be said that
John is well on his way to recovery and will be flying locally at our very next contest.
Entries were up this year with contestants from as far away as Saskatchewan, British Columbia,
Illinois, Minnesota, and Southern California. The Flying Scale group was back in force this year. Dave
Haught, C.D. of that event, had two beautiful, large B-17 models. They were impressive in the air. Next
year: “formation flying”. Orville Olm and wife, Marcia Green, down from Saskatoon, Canada, livened
the scale meet with their participation. Orville strayed over to the Duration Area and managed a third
place in Unlimited Catapult Glider.

New F1D rules (2002) are catching on. Despite their restrictive wing and elevator, they are
displaying better flight performance than anticipated: Potential flight times of 30-plus minutes.
Surprisingly, unbraced wing models seem best suited to handle launch torque characteristics of the small
tightly wound 0.6 grams of rubber. This from Steve Brown. He also likes the new Y2K2 covering
material as do others flying F1D, EZB, Mini-Stick, etc. Pretty stuff and easy to work with.
EZB 1.2 gram was a new event this year, replacing the previous Wally Miller International, which
was the AMA version EZB flown in six rounds during one day. EZB 1.2 gram was flown in three rounds
on Saturday and three rounds on Sunday, anytime each day, combined with all other events. The two
longest flights were the flight score. It was a more popular event than AMA EZB. The intent of the event
was to provide contestants an easier-to-build and easier-to-fly
EZB. Not sure this was proven, but from the response it will surely be more popular next year.
Wally Miller designed a new EZB for this event and tested it on the first day with an almost 20
minute first flight. “Great! Let’s wait until tomorrow for the first round.” First round launch, welltorqued, climbs to the ceiling, catches easterly drift, lands on top of the flag at the east wall. The
maintenance crew able to beat it off the flag with a pole from the attic above, but the model was damaged
beyond repair. A Coslick designed back-up model did not perform well. Wally placed 5th. Jerry Powell
won the event with a great flight of 21:01. Wally Miller and Larry Coslick provided plaques to third
place, beautifully designed by Fred T. Hollingsworth of Vancouver, B.C.
The maintenance crew managed to free four models from the ceiling tiles. Two be-longed to Gil
Coughin, one an early Mini-Stick of Ed Berray, and a Mini-Stick of possible English origin.
Among the most improved flyers this year were Juniors, Jake and Matt Dona and Arron Dona,
flying H.L. Glider and Limited Pennyplane. They also excelled at the University Inn Sunday Brunch
event.Senior Jonathan Sayer continues to surpass himself, this year placing first in Pennyplane and
Ornithopter, both difficult events. His workmanship has improved dramatically.
Open flyer Bruce McCrory has improved remarkably with little more than a year of building
experience. Bruce attended last year’s Kibbie Dome Annual with his first models. He enjoyed that visit
enough that he designed and built new models, flying and perfecting them for this year’s Kibbie Dome
Annual. Now placing third in A-6, a popular event in the Northwest.
By consensus this year’s annual was determined to be the best ever. The awards were M-C’d by Charles
Dorsett, who was an excellent replacement for John Lenderman, who normally handed out the prizes and
made light of the contestant’s flying efforts.
The 2002 Kibbie Dome Annual dates are July 27 through July 30, 2002. Hope to see you there
again. Kibbie Dome results to third place to follow.
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BIG SQUARE 55 CM TRAVEL BOX
Outer box 3 mm corrugated cardboard
By Bernie Hunt
Trays 2.5 mm corrugated cardboard (or balsa)
Outerbox
Backside of box
23"
2 layers cardboard

9"

2"
2"

4"

4"

2

2" 2
2" 2

8" (or more)
1
1
1

3 mm sheet balsa
supports for trays
Handle on outside
Hold box closed with rubber bands
8,5"

5,0"

Tray
13,2"

Optional 0,5"
balsa edge strip
2,0"

Slider 1
0,5 mm ply

0,5" 1,5"

Soft copper
wire posts
8,5"

Foam or balsa
wing retainer

Slider 2

(2 mm Balsa)

(2 mm Balsa)

0,5"

Foam rubber block
1" x 1" x 6"

Slots for props, sticks
and booms

Slider 1 for wings/tails on top of trays
Slider 2 for sticks/booms & props
Best find ready made computer box of right size (I did!)

Big Square 55cm F1D – by Bernie Hunt
This model is full size (wing and tail as big as the rules allow) and built down
to weight despite being unbraced and Y2K covered. I have flown it for most of
last Summer at (150’ high) Cardington. It seems plenty strong enough and flies a
beautiful pattern. With a fixed pitch prop and the optimum motor, it comfortably
outclimbs the site. From 1/3 and 1/2 motor test flights, it looks like the full
motor and no-back-off, the max height will be about 165' for a just-deadstick
landing. Using a pretty conventional VP prop from my 65cm F1D (19.25" dia, bottom
stop 28" ish with 5gcm = 0.07 oz in preload, top stop 36"ish) and a 2% back-off,
it managed one flight of 33:55 from about 135' landing with 4% turns left.
Clearly the VP needed some more movement ( slightly higher top pitch) to achieve
the ideal no back-off flight. On this evidence, really high sites like Akron
(180') and Slanic (210') will be fine with fixed pitch but the rest will need VP,
VD or whatever.
I have avoided curved outlines so I can use springy wood (my best spar wood will
not go round curves easily without kinking). I think the 19” prop is a bit big
for this class and 16-18" diameter might make trimming easier and save weight. My
prop is a scaled down version of Steve Brown’s 21.5” prop with my own VP
mechanism. I don't give details as Steve's is well described elsewhere (see IN&V
#89 Oct 1996).
I suggest that builders new to F1D increase the wood sizes on the wing and tail by
about 10%, use a 16-18" dia fixed pitch prop (even an all sheet EZB prop scaled up
to 16" dia I tried was fine) and shorten the wing posts to 2". It is always
better to have a stiff, if slightly heavy, model that flies well rather than a
floppy, down to weight, one that does not. Covering is with 0.3-0.5 micron Y2K
plastic film or microfilm applied from frames (0.9 micron Polymicro plastic is too
heavy). I have used 3Ms 777 in toluene as adhesive and also saliva which I now
prefer.
I use my normal packing system where the model breaks down to wing (no
posts),stick / posts, tail, prop and boom which can be fitted into a very compact
(23" x 9" x 8" for 3 models) box for hand carrying on planes. I found a sturdy
computer box which was the exactly the right size when cut down on one side. Each
model fits in a slot in the box. The wings and tail sit one on top of each other
on posts on a slider on the bottom of each slot. The props, sticks and boom are
held in foam blocks on a sliders at the top of each slot (props in wider top slot
only). Increasing the depth of the bottom two slots by an inch would make the
packing a whole lot easier. The box travels safely as carry on hand luggage or in
the hold inside a plastic suitcase.
There is not much I can say about flying this class. The models are launched with
very little back off and have a fast initial climb so they need the sidethrust and
wing / tail washin to get a nice circling pattern. The washin on the wing comes
entirely from stick twist from the motor torque. All my tall post designs like
plenty of “down” pulled in at launch. I adjust the tension on the stick bracing
(shorten post) to get the right amount. My prototype had the bracing slack except
for the first few seconds of the flight.
Now for a few constructional details: Motor sticks for 55cm rules FlD are much
less of a challenge than old rules. The 0.6g motor x ca 0.050" motor between 9"
hooks means you can get away with small dia. sticks and quite thin wood. I use a
0.22" (7/32") mandrel and 0.013" x 4.3 lb wood + 4 boron strips, but I have heard
of thinner wood being used. Three boron strips are probably enough and some guys
over here use 4 or 5 borons and no tungsten bracing. I make a 13” long motor tube

and let in the rear hook on its web into a slot 9.6” from the nose. You could
make a 9.6” stick complete with boron, bearing, hook and bracing and then add a
separate 3.4” rear section before adding the wing posts and stub boom.
I have used plug in booms for years. You can manage with 1" overlap but 1.5
-2" is better. It is really important to get the tapers the same and exactly the
right tightness. Binding the end of the boom with a few strands of Kevlar or
tissue helps stop slackness developing. If like me, you use a short stub boom
directly at the rear of the stick then adding a 0.25" long internal sleeve to the
joint between the stick and the stub boom avoids a weak spot. Well engineered,
plug in booms are trouble free and they have the advantage of easy adjustment of
tail tilt. The 3 strips of 0.003” boron keep the boom stiff and straight.
I use hobbyshop wood for all spars. I select the best feeling 1/8”or ¼” 5-6lb
wood and strip it down to 1/8” x 1/4” x 18” pieces with a Kavan stripper and test
it for stiffness (see Don Slusarczyck’s web site for details). Finally I strip it
to size / taper with a Jim Jones stripper. Remember the old adage: “if it weighs
enough it is strong enough” so make the spars as least as heavy as I quote.

THE F1D CHALLENGE
By Lt. Col. Bob Randolph
As published in Jan 1993 INAV
Introduction
Plenny Bates convinced me that there is an urgent need for more F1D flyers (new blood) if this sport is to
endure. He suggested that I write a series of articles to stimulate more interest in this type of model. Because of
all the success and pleasure I have received from indoor over the years, I've accepted the assignment and this is
the first of the series.
It is a little ironic for me to be pushing F1D when I've had sort of a love/hate relationship for the last 20 years.
For example I recall Rick Doig asking If I still hated F1D after I finally made the US team and won the Bronze
in 1984. Actually, I never really hated F1D. It is just that I dislike the dumb 65 cm and 1 gram rules that together
result in low aspect ratio wings and somewhat ugly models. On the other hand , F1D's are outstanding flyers and
have other redeeming advantages. Most important, it is the only class of indoor model recognized internationally
for World Championship Competition. F1D provides the opportunity for us to match our skill and ability with
the world's best modelers.
Building and flying the many other types of Indoor is fun, however it takes F1D to reach the ultimate goal of
Indoor World Champion. I can assure you that nothing equals the pride and satisfaction of standing on the
winners’ platform when the US flag is raised and our National Anthem played. As a retired USAF Lt. Col. with
30 years of service, I've had more than my share of pomp and ceremony but I frankly admit that my eyes
moistened up at each of the four World Champs I've participated in.
Building an F1D model isn't easy but it is not as difficult as many modelers seem to think. My daughter, Linda,
built some pretty good F1D's when she was a Junior. I recall I used to tease her that I could teach a baboon how
to build indoor. The point is your first F1D won't be the greatest but with determination and effort, each F1D
will be better. It took me 15 years to win my first US Team slot. For those modelers that are interested in
competition, your first F1D will fly better than anything you have ever built. Please humor this old timer (69
years young) and give F1D a try. My next article will suggest how to get started.
GETTING STARTED IN F1D

from April 1993 INAV

I have assumed that my direct and logical appeal in the previous issue was successful and some have decided to
try F1D. My suggestions will not only get you started, but are intended to guide the novice to progress rapidly
by doing it “my way”.
I was prepared to start out with a discourse on wood selection. Suddenly the idea hit me that what makes F1D so
great is that everything is important. You need a good design, a well built model, a well adjusted model, good
rubber, and the capability to find the optimum motor to obtain really long flights. Any one factor that doesn’t
measure up will reduce duration. Therefore you goal should be to improve all of the skills required. Some may
question what skill has to do with rubber. The skill is being able to identify which of the rubber you possess is
best and keep an active lookout for better. For the 84 world champs, Stan Chilton furnished the US Team with
three batches of Pirelli rubber that was so superior that I would almost kill for more. Both of my world records
were set using good Dolby Tan.
You can’t improve your F1D Craftsmanship without good tools. You must be able to obtain uniform readings of
wood sizes and weights. I use two direct reading scales that I made. One is 0 – 5/1000’s and one is 0 –
25/1000ths. (Col. Randolph works in ounces, not grams. -Ed.) I use a dial paper (thickness) gauge that cost

$12.50 about 30 years ago. Also, you absolutely need the best rubber stripper available. I’ve tried them all, and I
suggest the one made by Bob Oppegard (140 East Golden Lane, Circle Pines, MN 55014).
I still use Ambroid thinned with acetone. I don’t have a set ratio but go by color and viscosity. I recall the advice
from Bill Bigge to use only enough Ambroid that the wood fails before the glue joint after about 2 minutes. You
must remember to keep adding acetone to your glue gun, because it will evaporate after a week or so.
I strongly recommend that your first F1D be a Proven superior design. This will not only save a lot of
development time, but will also allow you to expedite and concentrate on improving your building and flying
skills. One very common mistake is to try an hit the designer’s light weights with your first ship, resulting in a
really weak model that won’t last through a test flight program. It is better to make everything 25-30% heavier,
and then keep reducing the weight on your 2nd, 3rd and 4th copy before you match weights. You must also keep
detailed records of all parts if you expect to progress.
Set your own reasonable goals for model parts. Here are some of mine: I retire F1D wings when they hit .012
oz. I won’t use a stab frame if it exceeds .0027 oz. I won’t use a cabane that exceeds .0006 oz, nor wing posts
(two plus boron) that exceed .0014 oz.
When I was assigned in Cleveland between 1965-68, my home was only 12 miles from Micro-X.
I spent hours sorting through Jerry’s 4000 sheet stock, weighing and measuring to find exactly what I needed. I
will admit that I am very picky about wood. Because of my standards, about 75% of what I order from both
major suppliers I do not use. However, I never send back any wood. For several years now I have been building
from my “reject” stockpile, so Jerry thinks I buy from Guitlow and Lew thinks I buy from Jerry.
The secret of my success really is no secret. I love to fly indoor and year after year I make between 500-800
flights. I doubt if anyone does more. I know that constant practice flying, adjusting and steering helps. The word
“practice” makes me smile, and I’ll explain why. Last year an old friend from my Cleveland days was
vacationing in California and looked me up. Since I was all packed up and actually enroute to my flying site, I
invited him and his wife and two kids to my practice site. After 2 or 3 flights his 5 year old son said he didn’t
see why I had to practice, since I knew how to fly. The kid was right, and perhaps we should call these “test
sessions”.
I don’t know about you, but I find it difficult to maintain a high level of indoor enthusiasm if I don’t fly
frequently. I suggest you look over every gym in your area and try to get the best on a regular basis. I should
point out that stable air and a non-catchy ceiling are way more important than a high ceiling. Teachers and
principals are usually fascinated at the lightness and technology that goes into an F1D. I got my site by
accepting complete responsibility for my “assistants” and being meticulous about cleanliness, locking up, and
resetting the school alarm systems. I frequently hold talks and flight demonstrations for classes. School officials
know that I am very serious in my efforts to advance the state of the art and are pleased to hear of my
accomplishments. Last October I was lucky enough to take the new principal up in a sailplane on an excellent
thermal day for a 3-hour flight, topping Mt. San Jacinto (next to Palm Springs). I’ve never seen anyone enjoy a
flight more. The point I’m trying to make is that you have to work at getting and keeping a good flying site.
My next article will probably cover test flying and the use of partial test motors to find the optimum motor.
Since you will need an F1D to test fly, start building and good luck.
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F1d Prop Construction
by Steve Brown
This article focuses on the practical aspects of prop construction, not theory. Some of the techniques may seem simplistic,
but they work. For the theoretically minded reader, the author uses “pitch” and “blade angle” interchangeably and knows
that they are not the same. The information in this article is applicable to both fixed pitch and variable pitch propellers.

Wood
Wood can be obtained either from Indoor Model Supply or from “hobby store” balsa. Using the right wood is critical to the
success of the prop. All parts are best made of wood that is as close to pure “A grain” as possible.
I use a Harlan balsa stripper for almost all construction. If you obtain your wood from “hobby store” balsa then the Jim
Jones stripper will probably be more appropriate.

Materials
4.5 – 5 lb. “A” grain, .023 - .025” thick X 18” long
5.5 – 6 lb. “A” grain , tapered from approximately 0.1” thick to .30” thick, at least 12” long
.013” straight music wire (not stainless steel wire or wire that has been coiled)
An empty aluminum cola or beer can
Glue: Ambroid or Duco thinned with acetone to the consistency of cream. Titebond or similar for one joint.

Prop block
Much has been written on making prop blocks and helical pitch vs. non-helical pitch. I won’t repeat that information. I only
use one prop block. A solid block carved from 3” X 3” X 12” balsa has proven to be the most useful. It’s better to make the
block longer and wider than you’ll need for 55cm props since you can use the same block for microfilm models and props
up to 24” in diameter.
The sketch below illustrates an adjustable prop hub mounting for the prop block. The prop spar is rotated in relation to the
block to achieve various “pitches.” This adjustable hub mounting makes setting the spar quick and simple. Once I have set
up this block for a given “pitch” I make index marks on the block and the circular plate. The “fence” is just a small block of
wood that is exactly parallel to the prop shaft. I shim the block to place the 45-degree point for a given pitch at the
appropriate distance from the prop shaft. Then I loosen the screw and rotate the mounting so that the prop shaft is vertical
when checked with a square. The “fence” provides a reference surface to place against a square. You only have to do this
once for each pitch. Generally, I find I don’t change pitches very often. For 55cm F1d I usually set the block at 26 for a
variable pitch prop or 31 for fixed pitch props.
A helical pitch block is the simplest to construct. If you want to try a non-helical pitch distribution try 28” or 30” pitch and
decrease the blade angle as you move toward the tip and hub, to about - 6 degrees.
The basic formula for locating the 45-degree angle station for a given pitch is:
Pitch in inches ÷ 3.14 ÷ 2.
For example, to locate the 45-degree angle station for a 30” pitch prop, the formula would be:
30” ÷ 3.14 ÷ 2 = 4.77”

I have always used what is described in the literature as the “graphical” method to lay out the prop block. This method
involves locating the 45-degree point for the block, then projecting lines from the hub through the 45-degree point to the
tip. I then use a saw to cut down to lines drawn directly on the block and finish the form with a spokeshave and a sanding
block with rounded edges.
Make sure that the centerline is straight from hub to tip and that the surface of the block is flat when measured at any point
perpendicular to the centerline. The block surface should not be cambered. Resist the urge to dope or paint the block. Give
it two coats of sanding sealer and sand down to the wood when the sealer is dry. The goal is a dull, matte finish that will not
absorb water rapidly. Avoid glossy finishes, which will result in static attraction problems with either plastic or microfilm
covering. Mark exact diameters at ½” intervals measured from the mounting of the prop shaft directly on the wood surface
of the block, beginning at a radius of 9” (for an 18” diameter prop).

Bending the prop outline
Construct a balsa prop outline form as illustrated:

When bending the outline do not attempt to make the tip radius too small. A 7/16 – 1/2” radius is safest. A lot of balsa will
not bend around small radius curves without kinking. Aside from the bending technique, the main determinant of
bendability is the grain structure of the wood. Using “A” grain increases your odds of success, as will the use of densities of
4.5 – 5 lbs. Most wood will be “AB” grain at best. “B” grain wood will not bend.

Draw 4 or 5 lines perpendicular to the long dimension of the sheet across the wood using a waterproof felt tip pen before
cutting the wood. This will identify the “top” or “A” grain sides of the wood and helps to assure that all the strips will be
oriented the same. The best pen for writing on balsa is the Sakura Pigma Micron in .005mm. or .01mm. sizes. These pens
are available at art or craft supply stores. The ink won’t run on balsa and is impervious to water or acetone when dry.
Cut 18” strips of .023 - .025 thick 4.5 – 5 lb. “A” grain .024 or .025” tall. Don’t make the outline out of larger wood
thinking it will ease construction. Larger wood will be harder, or impossible, to bend and may add excessive stiffness to the
structure. Soak the strips in a tray of water for 45 minutes. Select two strips and, under strong light, check to make sure the
orientation of both strips are the same. It’s easy to get one with the “A” grain face up and the other with the “C” face up.
Align the ink marks to check orientation.
Secure the pair of strips to one leg of the former with a thin soft rubber band. I make the rubber bands by cutting them from
¼” X 6” toy balloons. (These are the balloons used to produce “twisted” animal shapes.) When you come to the tip, push
the wood against the former firmly with your index finger and do not allow the wood to spring back once it’s been bent.
Don’t attempt to “pull” the wood around the former, always push it. Cut off the excess wood, if any, with scissors. Secure
the ends of the pair of wood strips to the other leg of the former with another rubber band and bake for 30 minutes at 175
degrees. Always use light rubber bands about 1/8” wide because the wood will shrink during baking. Soft rubber bands
allow movement as the wood shrinks during baking.

Ribs
The ideal wood for ribs is wood that is similar to the outline. Look for 4.5 - 5 lb. “A” grain .022” - .024” thick. Make a rib
template from .020” aluminum or from scrap Formica. The exact airfoil thickness is not important. What is important is that
the arc of the ribs is appropriate to the height of the spar so that the ends of the ribs will touch the block on both sides when
glued to the top of the spar on the block. Try a 4% arc. Using a Harlan stripper cut 10 - 12 ribs the same height as the
outline.

Assembling the blade outline
The prop outline is built flat on a simple jig:

Place the bent outline wood into the jig. Cut through the two ends of the strips where they overlap at the hub end and glue
them together. Glue the ribs to one side of the outline, then turn the jig and, using a new, sharp razor blade, cut them to the
appropriate length. Double glue each rib.
When the outline is completely assembled place a small ink dot (using the Micron pen) to on top of each rib and at the tip
to mark the centerline. You will use these marks later to position the blade on the spar.
Allow the glue to dry for a few minutes, then run a razor blade under each glue joint to separate it from the jig. Gently pry
the finished outline free from the jig. I usually loosen the outline in the jig and then turn the jig upside down and shake it
lightly to remove the outline. If you find the outline glued to the jig you are using too much glue.

Examine the completed outline under magnification to look for bad glue joints. Re-glue as needed.
(to be continued next issue)
TRIMMING F1Ds – by Bernie Hunt
The new 55cm F1Ds fly with a much wider range of power than the old 65cm class. This can
cause problems in trimming so I have attempted to set out my own understandings.
Surprisingly, a normal rigid model (like a braced F1D), properly trimmed, flies at a near
constant speed throughout the flight. The relative incidence of the wing and tail are
fixed and chosen to give the minimum power requirement at cruise and hence the best
duration. If a model were to fly faster for any reason (high power or launch-ed flat),then
the wing will generate more lift and the model will raise its nose and slow down (component
of weight offsets thrust) until it reaches equilibrium. So at high power, a model climbs
quickly but its flight speed is no more than at cruise (in fact it should be slightly
less). You should always try and launch a model at the cor-rect (ie equilibrium) attitude
and speed. If it does set off too flat or too fast then structural distortion
(aeroelasticity) may prevent the return to a stable pattern.
You can get indoor models to fly faster than their cruise speed but you need one or more
of: 1. downthrust to counteract the extra lift 2. a variable incidence tail (via stick bow)
to reduce the incidence and lift 3. a spiral climb. Successful models usually use 2 and 3.
Really fast flying indoor models are probably not a good thing because aeroelasticity can
cause fatal outcomes (dive in, roll or deep stall) and also our models are very draggy.
A spiral climb is the classic way that a rigid model can be trimmed successfully for fast
climb with a big range of power. Free flight power (gas) models (those without VIT) use
this method. The model is allowed to loop on high power but it is rolled at the same time
so it stays the right way up and flying stably. How is this achieved in practice for
indoor? I am not exactly sure of all the factors for braced models but for my unbraced
models PLENTY of left wing washin and a LITTLE stick bow are the key. Fortunately, on
unbraced models (like floppy EZBs and unbraced F1Ds), the stick twist caused by the high
initial motor torque does naturally induce a lot of washin at the critical launch phase .
A stick that is too stiff in torsion between the wing posts definitely harms the climb
pattern. Some of the old braced 65 cm F1Ds were able to achieve lovely spiral climbs but
braced 55cm F1Ds and 35cms are tricky. It must be something to do with the ultra low
aspect ratio of these classes.
Now onto props. Props are a bad thing for model stability and the bigger the diameter and
pitch the greater the problems they create. One textbook I read said that a prop behaves
like a destabiliser equivalent to half its area. The ultra high pitches of VP props are
particularly bad because they are often partially stalled and distorted. So for the
easiest trimming model, choose the smallest diameter prop with a very conservative P/D
ratio. A nice rigid 16" dia x 26" fixed pitch prop is a dream to fly but it will cost you
time in a low site against VP props.
In the light of the above here are the my suggested steps in trimming an unbraced model
like 55cm F1d:
1. Assemble the model with A. ½” tail tilt, B, a little fin offset and C. 0.2” negative on
the tail. Start with no wing warps and 2-3 deg sidethrust and a touch of washin on the left
tail panel.
2. Fly the model on low power (0.15 oz in)and adjust A, B and C until you get a nose up
attitude without stalls and a 30-40’ circle – do not exceed 1” tail tilt. If the model has
inadequate or excessive cruise wing washin the alter the warps now – the ideal is about
0.25”.
3. Apply more power (0.25 oz in) and check that the circle does not open up – you may need
more washin or sidethrust. Recheck and adjust the trim as seen in the calmer air higher
up.
4. Now fly on full power (0.4-0.5 oz in ) on a 1/3 or ½ motor + ballast, being careful to
launch at the climb angle (about 30 deg).If the model stalls whilst turning OK to the left
you need to reduce the stick bracing tension to get more stick bow. Achieve this by
shortening the bracing post height 0.030” at a time – you will need to increase the
negative on the tail to compensate. Obviously, if the model goes flat you need to increase

the bracing posts height(add a little
model does not execute a spiral climb
2. If you just cannot get good spiral
5. Finally, fine tune the trim of the
till you get the trim perfect both on
much of each adjustment to know where

BALSA TESTING SIMPLIFIED by John Taylor

block on top). If the elevation seems OK but the
then you will need to add more washin and go back to
climb try a smaller prop.
model by altering elevation, wing warps and stick bow
the way up and the way down – you always have try too
the optimum lies.

As printed in Norwind News

The subject of balsa testing has been addressed several times in previous issues of NORWIND NEWS, Refs. 1-4. Initially
the tests were aimed at measuring Young's Modulus and many members found this difficult to understand. Later tests
calculated a Stiffness Coefficient which was more easily understood but the test method was relatively clumsy and was
therefore not widely accepted. The test method described in this note is very simple and calculates a Stiffness Coefficient
which is compatible with that from the previous method, thus allowing direct comparisons to be made.
The method is based on the calculation of the buckling load for struts developed by the mathematician Euler but don't be
alarmed, you don't have to understand Euler's analysis, you will only have to apply a very simple formula. The test method
was proposed by Hewitt Phillips, in reference 5, as a means of calculating Young's Modulus. It has been adapted here to
calculate Stiffness Coefficient.
To perform the test you first have to measure the dimensions of the specimen and weigh it. You will have to do this anyway
if you are going to calculate the density of the specimen. Next you measure the buckling load as shown in the diagram. To
do this you will need a digital kitchen scale obtainable for about £20. You will notice that after the initial deflection the
buckling load remains sensibly constant for a fairly large range of deflection. You will find that the specimen tends to
deflect only in one direction. In this case force it to deflect both ways and take the mean value.
The final step is to calculate the Stiffness Coefficient from the following formula:
Where
I = Specimen length in Inches
b = Specimen breadth in inches
L = Buckling load in gms

t = Specimen thickness in inches
W = Specimen weight in gms

This method is so simple that my friendly model shop proprietor allows me to do the tests in his shop. However if you find
the above formula daunting we are developing an even simpler approach and we intend to give a demonstration at a future
meeting.
A few words of warning are in order. Although the length and breadth of a typical 36" sheet can easily be measured with
the necessary accuracy, the thickness needs to be measured with a micrometer. If you assume that the nominal thickness Is
correct significant errors could be incurred. Even more important is the measurement of weight. A 36"x 3'x 1/8"sheet, in the
density range 4-6lb/cu ft, will weigh between 15 and 25gm. Although kitchen digital scales can be used in model shop tests
for preliminary selection, more accurate weighings, ideally to a resolution of 0.1 gm, will be needed for the final
calculation.
Care should also be taken not to overload the scales. 3/16" sheet,
particularly if it is high density, may have such a large buckling load as to
overload the scales.
When making a choice for indoor models wood in the density range 4-6lb/cu
ft with a Stiffness Coefficient of at least 100 will give the very lightest
models. However robustness and impact resistance are important,
particularly for wing and tail spars, in order to withstand wall and steering
pole impact. In this case denser wood should be chosen providing it has a
high Stiffness Coefficient.
When a sheet with promising properties has been found it should be cut into
smaller specimens for more detailed testing. A useful size is 18"x I/4"x I/8".
This is a good starting point for EZB motor sticks and for stripping down
further for wing spars, etc. (For stripping advice see references 6 and 7). The

method is still ideal for specimens of this size provided accuracy is maintained, especially with regard to weight.
REFERENCES
1-4 Norwind News, issues 22, 23, 27 and 34
5 NFFS Digest, May 1987
6-7 Norwind News, issues 34 and 35
STIFFNESS TESTING

by John Barker

It is often said that good things come in small parcels and the above is no exception. It may only be half a page but
information like this from one of the world's best indoor flyers (even if he is our Bernie) is invaluable. You will notice that
Bernard has referred throughout to Stiffness Coefficients (SC) and you can find the SC of your own wood by the method
and formula given in the last NORWIND NEWS. It is mentioned on page 7 of this issue that I gave a demonstration of
stiffness testing at Wigan and that I used some tables that make the calculations easier. It was intended to publish these
tables but, since then, I have gone further and produced some graphs which remove the need for calculation altogether
when dealing with standard sheets.
Unfortunately there is not room to publish all the graphs at the moment but a sample for 4" wide 1/8" sheet is given at
reduced size opposite. All that one needs to do is draw a vertical line from the Weight of the Sheet and a horizontal line
from the Buckling Load. The Stiffness Coefficient can be estimated from the two SC lines nearest to the intersection. If
anyone wishes to try this method I an supply graphs at A4 size for whatever sheet size you want to test.
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density, grain type and stiffness coefficient. The highest stiffness wood (highest resistance to bending or buckling) is
usually found with wood of density 4-5 Ib per cu ft The highest strength wood (resistance to breaking) is usually found with
wood of density 7-8 Ib per cu ft. These statements assume a constant weight because, all other things being equal, the
heavier the weight of a component the stiffer and stronger it will be. The grain type of the wood (a, b or c) has no effect

whatsoever on the properties of spars but it is essential that the grain runs truly straight along the length of spar. C grain
wood (recognised by its pearly surface appearance) is dramatically stiffer across the grain in sheets.
The table opposite gives the suggestions for choosing wood for competitive EZBs (US or F1 L). For Limited Pennyplane,
Fl D Beginner and No Cal, where there is more weight to spare, use wood of 1-2 lb. per. cu ft higher density.

Component
Motor sticks and booms
Wing posts and prop spars
Wing and tail spars
Prop blades

WOOD CHOICE
Suggested Type of Wood
Need maximum stiffness so choose highest
SC regardless of density - target 120+
Need maximum strength so use 7-9 Ib wood
with best
SC available - target 100+
Need compromise between maximum
stiffness and strength so choose 5.5 - 7.0 Ib
wood with highest SC - target 115+
Need stiffness across the grain so choose C
grain with highest SC regardless of density target 100+

The Mylar Doll Limited Penny Plane Propeller Construction
By
Vladimir Linardic
272 Hollymount drive
Mississauga, Ontario
L5R 3R6
(905)501-1893
The “Mylar Doll” propeller is the result of careful design and development. The original props were similar to
Banks’ propellers. It became evident that the model could not carry all the rubber weight that it structurally could by using
this prop. Since the class limits the minimum weight and dimensions my approach has been to load the model with all the
rubber that it can carry and then to optimally use this stored energy. Slowly the propeller blades got larger and the spare
was moved back to reduce the back off. At one point I over did it and the model’s flying weight and wingloading became
too high to produce good flight times. In its current setup the propeller has the spar at 81% and the area of 1.72 that of the
Banks prop.
I have different props for different ceiling heights and each is carefully tested and adjusted to get as close as
possible to avoiding back-off a waste of stored energy. My models usually fly on .080-.090 cross-section motors. The
length is determined conditions but the key is to fly no back-off flights and to trim the propellers for different ceiling
heights. Over the years I have flown many different designs and they all fly about the same. My current models are very
similar to the model published back in ’93 except I have now separated the rudder from the stab to give more stability on
launch. The Prop is in my opinion the key difference between pennyplane performance.
I start the construction by selecting the prop blade wood. My blades range in density from 4.0-5.0 lb/cu.ft. It is
very important that both blades come from the same sheet and that the cut is of same quality on both. By cut I mean the size
of the speckle is the same on both blades. This is very important as this will determine the flexibility and flare of the prop.
Large speckle is stiffer than small speckle. The thickness That I start with is about 0.035”. Grain is parallel with the spar.
The blades are cut and sanded together to get them to match exactly to each other area wise. Next the spar location is
marked with a waterproof marker. Each blade is then sanded to an airfoil section with the high point at the spar location. I
believe this gives extra stability at launch and also improves the flare at the front of spar and reduces it at the rear of spar
producing a larger pitch change with less required deflection. Finish sand the blades with 600 grit sandpaper and soak in a
solution of hot water and 15% ammonia for 2hrs.
A piece of 10.0-12.0 lb/cu.ft. density balsa is selected for the prop spar. Cut and sand to .110 round, but do not
taper. The wire hook is made in my usual manner from 0.016” diameter wire. I have used a deep hook shape combined with
plastic O-rings has given me a non-binding combination. The propeller shaft/hook is attached to the spar with 30 min epoxy
thinned with methyl alcohol 50 %. It is very important to ensure that shaft/hook to spar angle is 90 degrees to eliminate the
side to side wobble when the prop is finished which effects the sidethrust adjustment and balance of the prop.
By now the blades should be well soaked. Rinse well Under cold water to remove the Ammonia residue. Next
some white jap tissue cut a little larger than the blades. Lay one pece of tissue on your work surface. Place one of the
blades on it, leading edge away from you, airfoiled surface up. Cover with another piece of tissue. Place the second blade
exactly over the first and cover with another piece of tissue. It is important to use white tissue otherwise the die may
transfer to wood. Wrap everything with a bandage onto a 5.0” dia can at 22 degrees and bake at 200 degrees Celsius for
one hour. I actually use a Jim Jones cork form. The purpose of this step is to add the undercamber to the blades.
For final form of the blades a carved helical block is used with a support .300 high on the surface to retain the pre
formed camber. The blade is moistened under tap water and formed on the block using pins with balsa blocks to hold the
edges flat on the block. Do not use pins only as they will damage the delicate wood. Bake 1 hour at 200 degrees Celsius and
remove from the block once things have cooled down. Repeat for the other blade. Next a slot is cut for the spar to fit into
0.110 wide. This has to be done carefully with sandpaper and patience. If the slot is too tight problems will occur later as
the blades will crack or distort defeating your efforts for a true helix. If it is too loose it will take too much glue and the
weight will be too high and glue shrinkage during the curing process will be a problem resulting in an unevenly pitched
propeller. The blades are now finished and ready for installation to the spar.
We are now ready for the final assembly of the propeller. The spar is fixed in the pitch gauge that has been set for
19.0” pitch. The blades are glued to the spar using 50% thinned down ambroid cement from both sides of the blade all

around the slot/spar contact. We must be careful that the blade is centered on the spar or in other words that the spar is front
and aft of the blade equally. Let dry for at least 1 1/2 hours checking for glue shrinkage and correcting often. Repeat for the
other side of the prop.
The final finishing step is to sand the spar to a taper starting from the ½” from shaft to the end of spar. The idea
here is to blend the spar into the blade. Go slowly as this takes time. Once done you will notice that your spar now too has a
somewhat helical/twisted shape as the result of the blending. This results in a lighter and stiffer spar than a round spar glued
to the back of the blade. Finally, The sharp edges of the spar are rounded and the pitch x diameter is noted on one blade. I
also note a number on the prop so
That I am able to keep track of the prop in my notes and that I may trim the prop for a particular ceiling height. Adding 2
Teflon washers and a drop of light oil completes the propeller.
As mentioned earlier I try to trim the props for different ceiling heights by changing the amount of flare by
sanding the blades very carefully. If we plot a turns vs. torque graph we see a curve which displays peak torque/steep
climb/climb/cruise/decent/sharp drop to zero torque. Usually we would back off turns to discard the peak torque and steep
climb sections. This works, however, we have just give up some potential energy stored in the motor during winding. If we
can eliminate the backoff or keep it to a minimum we will see the flight times increase. To achieve this we very carefully
sand the blades of the prop down and test fly the model we now are able to back off less and less. Be careful not to overdo
it. If you do than you can still trim the prop for lower ceilings. Ideally the prop will flare and absorb the energy so that no
backoff is required. This is much easier said than done. I now have 4 props trimmed out for what I figure should work in
any conditions.
At the contest I usually setup the model and figure what time it should do. Knowing the average RPM I estimate
the motor size and weight and make up the motor. If I am in a CAT IV site I will make the first test flight with the prop
trimmed for that ceiling height. Soon it will be evident if the conditions (temp/humid) agree or not with the combination. If
the combination is close I make small changes in the motor and have a fighting chance. If the combination is way-out I then
switch to a lower ceiling prop if running out of turns too high up or to a lower flare one if landing with energy in the motor.
I can in no way claim that my prop method is better then other people’s. But it has worked for my. The Mylar
Doll series has won numerous contest many in very close battle and set 4 Canadian records of which it still holds 2 of
them. I hope that the above will be useful to you and if you require further information please do not hesitate to contact me.
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